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This Pdf is designed to accompany you as you learn to
trust yourself more and more.

Notice the card/s you pull. Look at the art, look for
specifics and connection points in addition to the

message being conveyed through the words. Look at
these three cards, notice the pattern of three. Three

star fish, three fish, three lights. 333 energy, trinity
energy, frequency of the Universe, etc... 



Welcome to this space.

As you connect with the Acasma Ocean Deck you will be opening
and expanding your conscious awareness. This expansion will be

activating your spiritual intuition and sacred sight. 
Trust yourself and allow the space. 

This pdf will offer guidance as needed while you are expanding
and activating you.

Take your time, and as you go deeper into you and your gifts
allow yourself to trust yourself more and more. 

Read the guidance within these pages to verify your own knowing
and or expand upon it. 

This is an Ascension Assistance Deck. 
Remember you are connecting in with your own higher knowing.

The Aligner Cards in this deck are designed to assist you
energetically by activating your flow at the next level of you as

you connect, trust, allow, and expand. 

You can meditate on the aligner card you pull in a reading. You
can draw some art implementing the aligner key and information,

you can sleep with the card by you, ... 
follow your heart and trust your inner knowing.



The Acasma Ocean Deck is designed to assist you as you expand
energetically into the next space of you. This is a New Human tool.

This is a higher dimensional and higher vibrational oracle deck.  

Acasma Oracle Decks read the energy of the spaces you are
asking about and they read the energy of you. 

These decks offer powerful ACASMA energy keys that convey
the energy that you may choose to implement as you re-align

your flow to a higher more optimal flow rate of you.

Everything is energy and these Acasma Decks are created with
the alignment of YOU as THE power. 

Nothing is outside of your direction. 

As you work with these Acasma Decks you will be expanding your
understanding of your power and you will be anchoring that

power deeper into your every NOW.

Welcome to this space.
This is the space of you understanding and LIVING as the powerful

creator Being that you ARE.



ALIGNER CARDS of the OCEAN DECK

These are the Aligner Cards in the Acasma Ocean Deck. When you have any of these
cards come into a reading you are being given assistance energetically to clear and

shift the space. 

This clearing and shifting happens as you clear and shift YOU. 

The energy of the reading is a reflection of the energy of the space and the energy of the
space is a reflection of the energy of your beliefs and interpretations. Your beliefs and
interpretations come from your vantage point, the space of you that you are looking at

everything from. When you look out at life and you look out from your sense of self as the
now human, you are that (or those roles),  you will experience and perceive your life from

that vibrational alignment. 

IF you look out at your life from your remembrance of yourself as a space of Source,
you will experience and interpret your life from that vibrational alignment of you. We
choose with every experience and we at any given moment have the ability to shift

the vantage point we are coming from.  

if you draw one of these, take a deep breath and gaze upon, meditate upon the key
and read the words out loud. Breathe in slowly and deeply and allow the space.
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These cards are additional energy symbols that are available to
assist you as you gain more clarity with your reconnection and

activation of your higher mind into your Now. 
These card are fairly self-explanatory. 

Trust yourself and allow your flow. Connect with the energy of
the card/s and allow your unfolding beyond the analytical mind.
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It’s time to ground.  It is time to slow down for
a moment and take a breath. Your body is

processing your higher flow and it needs you
to intend to ground and anchor it, Remind

yourself you are a walking tree of higher flow.
See your rootlines coming from your feet and

anchoring deeply into Mother Earth. All you
have to do is think about it. Imagine it. Allow it.

It’s time to move on. The space you are asking
about is connected to a shift in your own flow

that is saying “you are whole”. You may be
questioning a past life trauma or density that
you think you can’t shake, BUT its really more
that you are just used to being that space of

you. It is time to let this space go. 
Release the past, it’s not here any longer,

except for in your own mind. 
Get present. You are Whole..

When you see this card it’s time to remember
you are an eternal soul and you are more

than the human timelines. You are vast and
you are the I AM. You are having a now

experience and your power lies within the
remembrance and implementation of this
truth of you. Trust yourself as MORE and

allow your MORE into your Now. 9



When you see this card trust in your faith
that everything is unfolding as it should, even

if it doesn’t feel or look that way. Say out
loud, “I trust my flow” Lean in to that trust
and allow. Take a deep breath and imagine

waves of peace washing over your thoughts
and washing over your words. 

Water is all throughout your body, your blood,
your cells, your organs. Your waters hold an

imprint of the thoughts and feelings you have
had. When you see this card in a reading you
are giving yourself the opportunity to cancel,
clear, and even delete any slower vibrations

from your waters. You are asking you to trust
yourself and allow your Divine flow. 

This card is letting you know the energy
connected with the question is slower than

optimal. To shift this energy, envision this key
floating over the experience, space, all those

connected to the question, and see the
energy opening up and clearing. This card is

about the energy of the space, the
environment. Clear the space.  
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This card offers you a space to stop and
take a breath. Let your body drop into itself

and listen with your heart. Think or speak, 
“I AM HOME”   

Now, breathe in slowly and feel the love of
The Divine Mother surround you.

Trust this love is always with you. You are
never separate from this love.

Everything you have been doing and working
towards is paying off. You are right there.

Stay the course. Live “as if” trust trust trust.
YOU GOT THIS!

There is something in this space that you
have been holding onto. You know it in your

heart. You can feel that the energy is not the
best energy for you. You have been

preparing for this moment. 
You are ready to be free. 

Let this go and choose YOU!
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This card is about relationships. The
experience involved with your question has

connections of soulmate, twin flame, past life
relationships. There is a divine union involved in

this space and the energies of these
connections are unfolding as they need to.

Trust the flow and allow the flow.

This card is letting you know there is energy
connected with your question that is ready

to shift and clear. This denser energy is
connected with your physical body. You are
moving your own energy into a higher flow.  
Direct your flow by envisioning this clearing
and trust yourself. You are surrounded by

love and assistance and you never walk alone.

This card is a signal to you that you have
healed the energy of a past life space.

Trauma, karma, betrayal, separation, lack,
fears, have been cleared. You no longer carry
that energy signature in your field. To anchor
from these new higher flow states of you, be
open to responding to your life in a new more

expansive way.
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This card may show up when this reassurance
is needed or to strengthen your faith in what
you already believe. The situation you are in

may feel big or daunting, but this card is here
to remind you that you are bigger than the
space you are navigating. Breathe deeply
into this remembrance of being safe and

being protected.  

What you focus on expands. Even if you
believe you are coming from your highest

perspective, think higher. You are so vast and
you are an Eternal Being having a now.

Remind yourself of this understanding and
adjust your focus. If need be, move your

focus to a new space. If need be, redirect
your focus to a backup, go-to thought while

you allow the energy to shift. You are the
power in the space, be mindful of this truth
and place your power / focus accordingly.   

The space you are walking through is opening
up your connection to your ancestors. Trust
yourself and trust your inner knowing. Your

ancestors are with you at all times and this is
expanding as you allow this space of you to

be trusted by you. Lean in and allow your
connection to strengthen. 
* THEY ARE WITH YOU *   
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They ARE here.
You are never alone. 

There is NEVER any judgment upon you, yet,
only love. The more you think about and

ponder the higher dimensional Beings that
are all around you, the more you imagine
them, the more this connection will grow. 

You are asking you to understand yourself as
part of the TEAM. They are not here to save

you, they are here to work WITH you as 
YOU SAVE YOU.

  

This card comes into a reading when deeper
grounding is beneficial. This card is a sign that
you are anchoring a new higher level of you.

You are activating a level of your
remembrance and a level of your higher mind.
You are opening up to more of your glorious

creator Being flow. The space you are in 
right now is a divine design,

 masterfully created by you. You may want to
spend sometime with the Acasma Earth

Reconnection Key. Find the Earth
Reconnection card and meditate upon it.

Take a few deep breaths and envision your
feet centers activating and your rootlines

coming from your feet 
going deeper into the Earth.
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It is time to trust yourself at a new level of
you. You are creating right now. Your

manifestation abilities are greater than they
have ever been. Remember this. Direct your
energy from your power and don’t let the
situation choose for you. You created it all

now direct it. You are the power. If you need
to, remind yourself. If you need to, have a go-

to phrase that states your chosen flow.  
*I AM safe. I AM loved. Everything I need and
everything I want flows easily into my life.*

This is a powerful card to receive. This card
signals healing on a level that ripples out

through all spaces of you and your ancestors.
This is healing for your own Being and healing
for your inner-child, your own child, your own
mother, you as a mother. This card confirms

a massive shift energetically throughout your
entire Earth Human line. Consider what you
have healed and allow that flow. Consider

what you no longer feed your energy to and
allow that shift. 

This space you are in is not what you think it is.
You know something is not as it seems and you
are right. Trust your inner knowing and be open
to the answers you are bringing to you. Clarity
and truth are waiting for you within your own
heart. Trust yourself. Look deeper. Allow your

inner knowing. Unexpected gifts await. 15



It’s time to step up yet again. Remember that
wanting creates more wanting. When you see

yourself as the space you want to be, then
that space will be the space you are. 

You don’t want it- You ARE it.
This card is a reminder of how you already
have it, whatever it is. You already are it,
whatever it is. Trust this and live from this

space of you and watch the reflection called
life, mirror this back unto you. 

You may even consider that you have the
ability to tap into and to trust the spaces of

you “down the road” that are already
“THERE” if that you is also this you, from your
eternal soul, quantum-self perspective, then

YOU ARE THERE NOW. 

This is a POWER CARD! BOOM. Look at you!!
You are no longer the space you are asking

about. It is time to allow your higher flow and
allow your shift. This card signals something
that needs to go. Something that you are
ready to no longer focus on or feed your
energy to. Trust yourself and be open to

releasing what is ready to be released. This
may be a habit, a relationship, a hobby, a job,

a mindset, a belief, a family drama, or a
drama of some kind. Trust yourself detach
from it. You are not responsible for anyone

but you. Allow others their own choices. 
DO you. 16



This space you are asking about is an
opportunity to stretch and grow your faith.

Be mindful of what you are “counting on”
what are you placing and anchoring your

faith in? Don’t lose sight of your own Divinity.
Remember who you are and allow these

sacred spaces of you to rise. 
Do a perspective check and verify you are
coming from love and your Divine flow and

not fear and lack.

This card is a message from you to you
asking you to pause and feel your Wholeness.

This card signals a Divine Healing of your
Being. This card offers the confirmation of a

powerful relationship involved and an
expansiveness coming in. You are so powerful.
Balance is anchoring. You have healed deep
spaces of your Being and you are ready to
be loved now, as you have found this love

within yourself. 

Help is here. Trust this space and be open to
receive. You are surrounded by love and

assistance. Seen and unseen, human and light
Beings are here to help you now. Watch and

see as love floods in.  
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Crystals are powerful allies. We are designed
to connect with and work with crystal energy.

Whether you can get your hands upon a
crystal in the physical sense or whether you
are able to envision and intend connection

through the quantum field, take time to
connect with crystals you are drawn to. Trust

yourself. Wear them, place them in your
pocket, put them by your bed. Working with

crystals will benefit you.

Yes, yes, yes. 
This space has a powerful positive flow. 

This experience has good energy all over it. 
You aligned this space perfectly.

Go for it.
It is itme.

You can trust this space.

Selenite would be helpful for your to work
with in this space. Selenite offers clearing

properties that are needed right now.
Envision connecting with Selenite and or

place some selenite around your bedroom,
office, etc. Wear selenite on your body. Ask
the vibration of selenite to clear the space

and to clear your field. 18



This space is ready to shift and in order for it
to do so you need to change your viewpoint.

How are you looking at this? 
Is there room in this space for a new

perspective?
Are there any fears connected to this space

that you are ready to let go of?
New lenses are needed.

Trust yourself and allow your flow. 

It is time to understand a new level of you.
When you sleep you move through the

quantum flied and you explore and grow. You
are asking you to anchor more of these

higher spaces of you into your now. Trust
yourself. Before you fall a sleep at night,

state your intention to expand your
awareness to remember more of your sleep
travels and state your intention to implement

this knowledge for your highest good. 

When you see this card, you’re in the zone.
Abundance and success are here.

Trust this and in trusting this you are allowing
this. Your faith in this space of you, 

AS YOU, is everything. 
Abundance goes where trust flows. 
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This is about feeling safe. A powerful flow of
protection and love is all around you. Trust this.

This card also signals a healing for you as a
father and or a healing for you with your

connection to your father. This card may be
connected to the father of your children as well.
This card is telling you that you are protected.

The father energy in this space is healing.
Religious densities and or traumas are healing.

Your higher heart is anchoring this flow.

It’s time to pause. It is time to step back and not
push or force things. Release any judgment you
may have on yourself and or on the space. Trust

the flow of you as The Divine. 

It’s time to take a vacation.
It’s time to rest.

You would benefit from taking a little nap now
and then. An energy upgrade is available when

you take a rest.

This card is asking you to open up your mindset
and let go of judgment. This judgment may be on

someone else, on the experience, and or on
yourself. Be more flexible with all these spaces
of you. The way other people do things is good

too.

Helpful Mantra
There are a million ways to wash the dishes.

Stop forcing and start flowing. 
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*These services are not intended to replace the care or
guidance of a physician or therapist. Always consult your
physician before changing anything. This is how MIRACLES

are documented. And, we have had MIRACLES
documented. **All information provided by A. L. Garris,
Sacred Expansion LLC, during readings, spiritual healings,

blessings, ceremonies, consultations, group classes,
courses, planet of light grid, sessions, or any other

communications (the “Services”) shall be considered by all
parties to be explicitly for educational, spiritual, or

entertainment purposes only.


